
 

Early vocabulary size is genetically linked to
ADHD, literacy, and cognition
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Genetic correlations of vocabulary size with cognition-, development-, and
health-related outcomes. Genetic correlations were estimated with HDL (62Ning
Z. Pawitan Y. Shen X. High-definition likelihood inference of genetic
correlations across human complex traits.Nat Genet. 2020; 52:
859-864CrossrefPubMedScopus (59)Google Scholar) software. Error bars
represent standard errors. ∗p −3. ADHD, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder;
AGG, aggression; ASD, autism spectrum disorder; EA, educational attainment;
EV, expressive vocabulary; HC, head circumference; HDL, high-definition
likelihood; INT, internalizing symptoms; rg, genetic correlation; RV, receptive
vocabulary. Credit: Biological Psychiatry (2023). DOI:
10.1016/j.biopsych.2023.11.025
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Early language development is an important predictor of children's later
language, reading and learning skills. Moreover, language learning
difficulties are related to neurodevelopmental conditions such as
attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and autism spectrum
disorder (ASD).

Children typically start to utter their first words between 10 and 15
months of age. At around two years of age, they may produce between
100–600 words, and understand many more. Each child embarks on its
own developmental path of language learning, resulting in large
individual differences. "Some variation in language development can be
related to variation in the genetic code stored in our cells," says senior
researcher Beate St Pourcain, lead scientist on the study.

Word production and understanding

To understand how genetics plays a role in the development of children's
word production and understanding, the team carried out a genome-wide
meta-analysis study (GWAS) of infant (15–18 months) and toddler
(24–38 months) vocabulary size. In early measures of vocabulary size,
parents report which words their children say and/or understand from a
given word list.

The team used vocabulary and genetic data from 17,298 English-,
Danish- or Dutch-speaking children. The number of spoken words was
available for both infants and toddlers. The number of understood words
was only available for toddlers. Later-life outcomes were mostly studied
with genetic summary information from large independent consortia.

These included literacy (spelling, reading, and phoneme awareness),
cognition (general intelligence and number of years of education), and
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neurodevelopmental conditions (genetic risk of ADHD and ASD, as well
as directly observed ADHD-related symptoms in some of the studied
children).

'Learning to speak' and 'speaking to learn'

The researchers identified multiple genetic factors underlying
vocabulary size in infancy and toddlerhood. Consistently, genetic
associations with later-life literacy, cognition, and ADHD-related
measures varied during development. Both infant and toddler word
production were related to literacy abilities such as spelling, but
associations with general cognition were only found for toddler
vocabulary scores.

Toddlers have mastered some language fluency and may "speak to
learn," involving higher-level cognitive processing, while the
development of verbal abilities may start earlier.

The team also found that in infancy, a larger number of spoken words
was genetically associated with both an increased risk for ADHD and
more ADHD symptoms. However, this genetic relationship was reversed
in toddlerhood: there, a smaller number of understood words was
associated with more ADHD symptoms. It is possible that in infancy
when children are "learning to speak," the number of spoken words
captures speech-related processes.

Also, children with a higher genetic risk of ADHD may be inclined to
express themselves more. In contrast, during the phase of "speaking to
learn," when vocabulary size is linked to cognition, higher genetic
ADHD risk may be associated with lower verbal and cognitive abilities.

According to St Pourcain, "Genetic influences underlying vocabulary
size rapidly change across less than two years during infancy and
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toddlerhood. Adopting a developmental perspective, our findings
provide a better understanding of early speech- and language-related
etiological processes in health and disorder."

First author Ellen Verhoef adds, "This research indicates the relevance
of vocabulary size assessed during the first few years in life for future
behavior and cognition, emphasizing the need for more data collection
efforts during infancy and toddlerhood."

The research is published in the journal Biological Psychiatry.
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